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         Introduction.

Hello current day raver, 
Join me in this journey as we transport back 
into the early 90’s where partying was ALL 
the rage and bigger than ever before and then 
bring you back with decoded images and see 
the distortion. Whilst reading this book and 
viewing the images let your mind go and fully 
relax to allow the mind to take over and join 
me in the party :) Now lets begin with the 
pre sesh.
(btw im in the baggy jeans and plain tee)





“Welcome to neverland, where nobody 
grows old”



“distortion”







“open your eyes”





“im feeling super chatty”





“blurred lines”



“the tempory feelimg of 
love”







“i will rember my youth as a messy life”





“the hallucinogens are drugs whos primary af-
fect are on the mind
so they are frequently called psychedelic”



“intensify your life”







“the ultimate energy burst”



“dehydration”







“couples that fave together stay 
together”



“open your eyes bruvvv”







“dirty drop”



“jelly legs”







“this place is pure filth”



“watch the leg work”







“felling solid”



“just get me to the rave”







“look into my eyes”



“feeling fainttt”







“embrace it”



“i could stay awake for hours”







“im scared of what tommorow holds”



“raise your hands for the bass”







“blinded by the lights”



“glassy glazed eyes”







“dirty palms”



“i like my shirts how i like 
my music...funky”







“it was that moment i realised i 
wanted this for the rest of my 
life”



'show us what you got when the 
beat drops”







“these girls born in the 90’s 
are dangerous”



“dirty veiws”







“im just in love with this 
vibe”



“foggy eyes”







“call us what you want”



“reality is for the peo-
ple who cant handle a 24hr 
rave”







“dance with me,be free”



“shine the light on my 
face”







“join us,join us”



“we know about fancy warehouses”







“audio survallince zone”



“get me home”







“the streets hold so many 
secrets”



“the city at 6am is so peaceful, 
little tdo they know its filled 
with late night ravers”







“im still feeling waved”



“it was a pleasure”







“get me back out asap”



“im ready to go again...”










